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Grade given to Nutwood Cafe
in the College Park building
after a health inspection
conducted Sept. 26.

Angels’ Stoneman
steps aside as GM
LOS ANGELES (AP) – Bill
Stoneman, who built the Angels’
only World Series championship
team, is expected to step down
after seven years as general manager.
The Angels called a news conference for Tuesday morning for
what they described as a major
announcement.
Multiple media reports said
Stoneman will remain with the
organization as a consultant.
Tony Reagins, the Angels’ director of player development, is expected to become the new GM.
Los Angeles won its third AL
West title in four years this season,
but was swept out of the playoffs
in three games by the Boston Red
Sox in their division series.
The closest the Angels have
come to returning to the World
Series was in 2005, when they
lost to the Chicago White Sox in
the AL championship series.
The Angels have made the
postseason only seven times in
their 47-year history, and four
of those appearances came after
Stoneman became their GM in
the winter of 1999.
The 63-year-old Stoneman
drew some criticism over the past
several years for his failure to land
a power hitter to provide slugger
Vladimir Guerrero with protection.

YOUTUBE: ALBI THE
RACIST DRAGON

Flight of the Conchords, the
comedic stars of their self-titled
HBO show, appear on stage here
to perform their song about a racist dragon. The New Zealanders
play a slow, melodic tune like that
of a children’s lullaby to accompany a preposterous but amusing,
story about the plight of a hateful dragon and the Albanian boy
whom he maimed. The duo has
thrived on off-beat material.
Duration: 3:21

Correction

Due to a reporting error, information in the editorial in the
Thursday, Oct.11 issue regarding
Blackwater was incorrect. Blackwater is an independent private
security company operating in
Iraq and is not affiliated with
Halliburton. The Daily Titan regrets this error.

Titan radio DJ, Aaron Eastwood hosting AM Anime! which airs every friday from 10 to 11 a.m. “We want to do things that people do not normally hear,” Eastwood said.

CSUF senior shares his love for Japanese anime, music and movies and television soundtracks over the air
By PATRIZHA CUYHONG
For the Daily Titan

news@dailytitan.com

A

aron Eastwood, a senior
Titan Radio disk jockey
was inspired to create and
host his own radio show,
“AM Anime with Aaron” by his
interest in anime and video game
music.
He was also interested in Japanese popular music, the growing
popularity of anime movies and
television soundtracks.
Eastwood, a 23-year-old double
major in radio-TV-film and music
composition, is the general manag-

er of Titan Radio and has taken on
the “DJ” role to dedicate a show to
any sort of music related to anime
and video games.
Eastwood ensures the listeners of
his show that he will not focus only
on one genre of anime or video
game music.
“I’m not a purist,” Eastwood
said. “Anime and video game music
from both sides of the Pacific is in
my show, as long as it’s connected
to anime, it will be in the show.”
The long-awaited break that anime music has received from Western record companies contributed
to Eastwood’s decision to pursue an
anime-related radio show, as well.

“Record companies are just starting to release this type of music,
whereas before you have to order it
from Japan,” Eastwood said.
With the selection of music
Eastwood has chosen to air on the
station, “AM Anime with Aaron”
fits right in. The reason being that
Titan Radio prides itself in the diversity and uniqueness it brings to
the Internet media and its CSUF
listeners.
“We want to do things that
people do not normally hear,” Eastwood said. “You have to have a topic of interest. People don’t want a
bunch of stuff that’s the same, they
want a variety.”

High: 69
Low: 54
PARTLY CLOUDY

By MArissa Armstrong

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

The number of empty chairs
vastly outnumbered the people who
came to listen to human services
Professor Mikyong Kim-Goh speak.
Cal State Fullerton students’ lack of

interest in the topic was disturbing
to those who came because, as her
study shows, domestic violence is an
issue on the CSUF campus.
Kim-Goh’s used Powerpoint slides
to show her findings of female college students’ attitudes toward intimate partner violence, which were
based on a survey of 322 female

CSUF students. The participants
were broken up into three groups:
85 Vietnamese, 150 Hispanics and
87 Caucasians. The median age of
the participants was 22 to 23.
The results showed women who
witnessed marital violence while
growing up were more likely to exSee STUDY, Page 3
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A variety is just what Eastwood
delivers to his listeners. From Japanese Pop to jazz, Eastwood plays it
all. But Eastwood stresses that not
only is it the types of anime music
that are important but rather the
opportunity for cultural diversity.
“Playing anime music will be a
really unique show and promotes
cultural diversity and awareness,”
Eastwood said.
Eastwood’s radio show features
many famous Japanese musicians
or artists, responsible for the musical composition of many anime
films, television shows and video
games, on the air. Of the many
Japanese composers for anime, he

has included the works of Nobuo
Uematsu, the musical composer for
the “Final Fantasy” video games,
and Joe Hisaishi, mostly known for
making the soundtracks to animated movies such as, “Spirited Away,”
and other animated films by the
famous Japanese animator Hayao
Miyazaki.
To those who are not very familiar with anime music, probably
are unaware of its importance in
a movie. Anime music does more
than just provide a soundtrack to
a movie, television show or video
game. It amplifies emotion and
strengthens the visual and audio ef
See ANIME DJ, Page 2

Patterns revealed in domestic violence Governor signs one
of two textbook bills

WEATHER

TODAY

By Damon Casarez/For the Daily Titan

By KARL THUNMAN/Daily Titan Photo Editor
28-year-old former Cal State Fullerton student Mike Dihn’s car was badly damaged after being hit in the side by another
vehicle, spinning completely around and finally coming to a stop by slamming into a cable pole.

Schwarzenegger vetoes
bill that would limit CSU
executive compensation
By CHRISTIN DAVIS

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

In a flurry of legislation decisions over the weekend, Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger signed one of the
two proposed textbook bills recognizing the ever-increasing cost of
college textbooks and vetoed a bill
to curb excessive executive compensation.
Schwarzenegger signed the College Textbook Transparency Act (AB
1548), written by Assemblyman Jose
Solorio (D-Santa Ana) that will require publishers to print a summary
of changes in new editions in the
new text and to provide faculty with
a list of wholesale prices and edition
changes upon request.
It also requires campus bookstores
to list retail-pricing policies and contains a section prohibiting professors
from receiving anything of value for
adopting certain course materials.
Changes will not take effect until
2010.
The governor vetoed the College Textbook Affordability Act (SB
832), written by state Senator Ellen
Corbett (D-San Leandro), which
would have required book publishers
to provide faculty with an online list
of book prices in each subject area,
an estimated length the publisher intends to keep the text on the market,
and a list of changes the newest edi-

tions contain.
Schwarzenegger said in his veto
message that SB832 did not recognize the shared responsibility among
publishers, college bookstores and
faculty members in making textbooks affordable and encouraged the
author to reintroduce the bill next
year to allow for more discussion on
the policy.
The California Student Public
Interest Research Group, which had
largely supported SB832, released a
statement following the veto voicing
strong opposition to the governor’s
decision.
According to the organization,
publishers withhold the price of the
textbook from faculty to eliminate
its factor into the book selection process leaving students with no choice
about what to purchase.
A study conducted by the organization found that 77 percent of faculty said publishers rarely or never
report the price of a book during
sales interactions.
The released statement said the
passage of AB1548 and its requirement for price disclosure upon request is irrelevant.
Titan Shops Textbook Adoptions
Manager Mike Dickerson said the
bookstore supported the Affordability Act because it would have addressed some of the factors in high
costs.
“AB1548 merely clutters the process and requires publishers to do
things that are already in their own
best interest,” Dickerson said. “It’s
too early to know any long term effect it will have.”
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Hopes fade in Israel and Palestinian Authority talks

JERUSALEM (AP) – Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice opened an intense round of Mideast shuttle diplomacy Sunday, struggling to bring Israelis
and Palestinians close enough to make a planned U.S.-hosted peace conference worthwhile. The two sides are at bitter odds over an outline of a peace
agreement that would be presented at next month’s conference, and Rice
sought to lower expectations her mission would finalize preparations for the
gathering. During her four-day visit, she will bounce between Israel and the
West Bank, seeking a consensus. Her hope is to close the gap as Israel and the
Palestinian Authority try to forge an outline of an eventual peace deal and
produce a joint statement for the conference. Israel is pressing for a vaguely
worded document that would give it more room to maneuver. The Palestinians want a detailed preliminary agreement with a timetable for creating a
Palestinian state as well was specifics on borders, sovereignty over disputed
Jerusalem and a solution for Palestinian refugees — the “final status” issues.

NATIONAL NEWS
Southern states consider water conservation mandates
BUFORD, Ga. (AP) – If there’s a ground zero for the epic drought that’s
tightening its grip on the South, it’s once-mighty Lake Lanier, the Atlanta water source that’s now a relative puddle surrounded by acres of dusty red clay.
Tall measuring sticks once covered by a dozen feet of water stand bone dry.
“No Diving” signs rise from rocks 25 feet from the water. Crowds of boaters
have been replaced by men with metal detectors searching the arid lake bed
for lost treasure. But little rain is in the forecast, and without it climatologists say the water source for more than 3 million people could run dry in
just 90 days. That dire prediction has some towns considering more drastic
measures than mere lawn-watering bans, including mandatory rationing that
would penalize homeowners and businesses if they don’t reduce water usage.
About 26 percent of the Southeast is covered by an “exceptional” drought
– the National Weather Service’s worst drought category. The affected area
extends like a dark cloud over most of Tennessee, Alabama and the northern
half of Georgia, as well as parts of North and South Carolina, Kentucky and
Virginia. Government forecasters say the drought started in parts of Georgia
and Alabama in early 2006 and spread quickly. The state could also impose
more limits within the next two weeks, possibly restricting water for commercial and industrial users.

STATE NEWS
Voting machine tampering suspected in five counties
SACRAMENTO (AP) – The secretary of state’s office is investigating
whether a company that manufactures electronic voting machines sold the
equipment to five California counties after making unauthorized changes.
Possible sanctions include seeking up to $15 million in damages and asking a
judge to prohibit Election Systems & Software Inc. from working in the state
for up to three years. Preventing the company from selling equipment in
California could complicate voting as the state prepares for three elections in
2008 and as other electronic voting systems face increased scrutiny. Secretary
of State Debra Bowen is expected to decide within weeks whether to penalize
the company. The Omaha, Neb.-based company was the subject of a hearing
Monday before a secretary of state’s panel. Bowen is examining whether it
sold uncertified machines used by disabled voters to Colusa, Marin, Merced,
San Francisco and Solano counties.

For the Record
It is the policy of the Daily Titan to correct any inaccurate information printed in the publication as soon as the error is discovered. Any
incorrect information printed on the front page will result in a correction
printed on the front page. Any incorrect information printed on any
other page will be corrected on page 2. Errors on the Opinion page will
be corrected on that page. Corrections also will be noted on the online
version of the Daily Titan.
Please contact managing editor Julianna Crisalli at (714) 278-5693
or at jcrisalli@dailytitan.com with issues about this policy or to report
any errors.
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Undocumented students’ status in limbo
Financial assistance and
campus jobs withheld
from AB 540 students
By CELIA CASTANON

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Each year, over 65,000 undocumented students graduate from high
school in the United States, according to the Center for Higher Education Policy.
Forty percent come from California. Most undocumented students
are barred from developing academically beyond high school because of
the high cost of pursuing a higher
education.
While Congress revives the issue
of immigration reform and searches
for potential answers to the longstanding problem, the status of tens
of thousands of undocumented students will be reviewed. Since January 2002, California’s AB 540 has allowed qualified immigrant students
to pay in-state tuition fees.
Immigrant students cannot be
denied access to colleges or universities.
Undocumented students, however, do not qualify for any type of
state (Cal Grant) or federal (FAFSA)
financial aid.
AB 540 does not provide financial
aid for them, but some colleges and
private organizations may offer financial assistance to undocumented
students.
Cynthia Sanchez, assistant director of the Office of Financial Aid at

Cal State Fullerton, said the finan- United States and reside here withcial aid office advises undocumented out legal permission of the federal
students to look for outside scholar- government.
ship opportunities that do not reHowever, many of these students
quire students to be citizens or legal were brought here at a young age ilresidents of the United States.
legally and have lived in the states for
“In counseling students and their a significant portion of their lives.
families, I advise them to take full
They went through the educaadvantage of the Internet and the tion system and some have gradumany resources that may be available ated with honors, but they are not
through private non-profit agen- recognized when they enter college
cies,” Sanchez said. “However, I also and cannot receive grants or finanadvise them
cial aid.
to do their
Some reresearch
strictions imand make
parted on unsure
the
documented
scholarship
students
is legitimate
include aland to never
lowing them
pay out of
to take the
pocket for a
graduate test
– Victor Delgado, but
scholarship
not alEOP admissions coordinator
applicalowing them
to apply for
tion.”
state credenThe cost,
tials, such as
h o w e v e r,
teaching and
puts many
undocumented students in a bind nursing. They are also not allowed to
and even discourages them from work on campus.
Students attending public colleges
continuing their education, said
Chicano studies Professor Alexandro and universities such as community
colleges, CSUs and UCs under AB
Gradilla.
“For the long terms of hopes and 540 must pay the in-state tuition.
Private colleges like Heald, ITT
dreams, it is very frustrating to students who are trying to pursue their Tech, Bryman, USC and Pasadena
education,” Gradilla said. “They are Art Institute do not fall under that
overachievers and they hit a glass category.
“These students have been here
ceiling. They’re doing all the right
things, but at the same time, they most of their lives and even with the
are restricted and that puts them in a restrictions, many will still persist
and continue on,” Gradilla said.
golden cage.”
The Educational Opportunity
Undocumented students include
those who were born outside of the Program on campus admits students

“

Education is part of
their survival, so they’re going to view it very highly
and take their education very
seriously.

“
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whose families have economic challenges and who need admissions or
counseling services to succeed in
college. EOP also provides for lowincome citizens.
Unfortunately, because of the residency of undocumented students,
they cannot be admitted into the
program.
“Even though [undocumented]
students qualify for EOP in all the
categories, because of their immigration status, we cannot help them financially, nor can we admit them to
our program,” said Victor Delgado,
coordinator of EOP admissions.
However, Delgado said when undocumented students come to EOP
for help, the program can provide
guidance, scholarship information,
referral services and helps lead them
in the right direction.
“It takes a toll on them emotionally, financially and physically,” Delgado said. “Education is part of their
survival, so they’re going to view it
very highly and take their education
very seriously.”
In order to qualify for AB 540,
students must have attended a California high school for more than
three years and graduated, or received the equivalent of a GED.
Students then must file an affidavit with the public state college or
university stating that they will file
an application to obtain legal permanent residency as soon as they are
eligible.
The Alliance of Students for an
Equal Education is a coalition designed to help students struggling
with the everyday obstacles they face
because of their residency status.

Clinton edges Obama in fundraising
Associated Press
Democrat Hillary Rodham Clinton ended September with more
money in the bank than rival Barack
Obama, holding $35 million cash
on hand for the presidential primary
contests to his $32 million.
Both were far ahead of Republican money leader Rudy Giuliani,
underscoring the financial disparity
between the parties. Giuliani reported $11.6 million in the bank for the
primaries.
Clinton, who had trailed Obama
in fundraising and in money in the
bank at the end of June, edged past
him with an aggressive third quarter
of fundraising.
The New York senator, who also
has been raising money for the general election, had a total of $50.4
million in the bank, her campaign
reported. But $15 million of that
cannot be used for the primaries.
She reported raising $23.7 million
for the primary and had operating
expenses of $21.3 million. Obama
spent a nearly identical amount,
but he raised $19.3 million in the
quarter. They each reported debts
— Clinton owed $2.3 million and
Obama owed $1.4 million.

Democrat John Edwards reported
$12.4 million in the bank after raising nearly $7.2 million and spending almost $8.3 million during
the quarter. New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson, trying to establish himself among the Democratic leaders,
reported $5.8 million in the bank.
He raised $5.3 million in the quarter
and spent $6.6 million.
Among Republicans, Mitt Romney spent $21 million during the
third quarter, more than twice what
he raised during the period and more
than what he spent in previous quarters, according to his FEC report.
John McCain, enjoying something of a resurgence in the polls
after a dismal second quarter, reported more than $1.6 million cash
on hand for the primaries and more
than $1.7 million in debts, putting
his campaign in the red. McCain has
an extra $1.8 million in the bank
that can only be used if he wins the
Republican nomination.
McCain’s financial condition may
force him to accept public financing
for his campaign, providing an infusion of cash but limiting how much
he can spend.
McCain’s report detailed how his
primary spending has been allocat-

ed by state, an indication that he is
prepared to accept matching federal
money.
Romney, a former Massachusetts
governor and venture capitalist, has
been tapping his personal wealth to
supplement money from contributors. He raised $9.8 million and lent
his campaign $8.5 million over the
summer.
Giuliani reported spending $13
million during the same period,
compared to the $10.2 million he
raised for the primary campaign.
Giuliani also raised about $1.3 million to spend on the general election
if he wins the nomination.
Fred Thompson, who didn’t officially enter the race until early September, reported spending $5.4 million during the quarter, more than
half of it last month.
Thompson, whose report covers
fundraising and spending since June,
when he began exploring a presidential bid, raised $12.8 million during
that four month-period. He reported
$7.1 million in the bank at the end
of September, as well as $678,000 in
debts.
Romney reported $9.2 million
cash in hand, thanks in large part to
the $17.5 million he has funneled

into his campaign since the beginning of the year. He has raised $45
million since January, but leads all
Republican candidates with $52.8
million in spending for the year.
In the Republican surprise of the
quarter, long-shot candidate Ron
Paul capitalized on his anti-war
stance and Internet following to
amass $5.2 million in contributions.
He reported $5.4 million cash on
hand at the end of September.
As a group Romney, Giuliani and
Thompson enter the final stretch
before the first nominating contests
with money to spend on get-outthe-vote and advertising campaigns.
Giuliani led the Republican field
in fundraising this summer, according to early estimates provided by
the campaigns, though his July-September total fell from his high during April-June. It was the first time
Giuliani’s campaign spent more than
it raised during a quarter.
Thompson, the former Tennessee
senator and actor on NBC’s “Law
& Order,” raised $9.3 million of his
$12.8 million total during July-September.
Among Democrats, Clinton used
the third quarter to secure her place
as a national front-runner.

Bush pushes back on Democratic spending bills
Associated Press
President Bush admonished Congress on Monday for failing to send
him a single spending bill yet, and

warned lawmakers to trim their
plans or face rejection.
“You’re fixin’ to see what they call
a fiscal showdown in Washington,”
Bush told a friendly audience in this

ANIME DJ: INTRODUCING ECLECTIC
JAPANESE MEDIA TO THE MASSES
(from Page 1)

fect of an animated story.
“If you watch a Miyazaki movie,
the music enhances the situation,
and makes it more lively,” said Ryan
Meily, the president of the Japanese
Anime Club. “It’s kind of like Star
Wars music!”
The success of his show, like many
radio shows relies on its audience.
“It targets a specific audience. It
will make it easier for that radio station [to know what to provide the
listeners with] and, it’s a good thing
because it’s a growing industry,” said

senior Andrew Do, an entertainment
studies major.
However, “AM Anime with Aaron,” along with catering to the ears
of anime fans, hopes to encourage
other people to expand their musical
interests by discovering a different
sound.
“It will help bring more people to
anime music, which is a great medium to explore Japanese music,”
Meily said.
“AM Anime with Aaron,” airs on
Fridays at 10 a.m., on www.titanradio.org.

northwest Arkansas community.
“The Congress gets to propose,
and if it doesn’t meet needs as far as
I’m concerned, I get to veto,” Bush
said. “That’s precisely what I intend

to do.”
The budget year began Oct. 1,
and federal agencies are operating on
a stopgap bill for now. Bush said the
Democrats’ plans would raise taxes.
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The sobering costs of illegal file sharing felt from both sides
RIAA cracks down by
suing individuals and
use them as a deterrent
By Karl Zynda

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Huge losses to the American
economy have resulted from illegal
downloading, according to research
results gathered by the Recording
Industry Association of America.
The RIAA is the U.S recording
industry’s major trade group. It cites
the losses reported in a number of
studies on its Web site.
The Institute for Policy Innovation, a Texas research group headed
by Congressman Dick Armey, estimates in a study that U.S. losses
from illegal downloading include
$12.5 billion in lost revenue, 71,000
jobs and $2 billion in lost wages.
The NPD Group, a market research company, estimated in 2006
that college students accounted for
1.3 billion illegal downloads. Student Monitor, a market research
group that studies college students,
showed in a survey that half of all
college students admitted to illegal
downloading of music and movies.
The RIAA has no hope of ever
recovering its losses. But by making
examples of some illegal downloaders, it hopes to create a deterrent.
Jammie Thomas, 30, a single
mother from Minnesota, lost a
lawsuit brought against her by the
RIAA.
Thomas was fined $220,000 in
statutory damages for sharing the
24 songs that the case focused upon.
The prosecution alleged that she had
shared 1,702 songs in all. Thomas
has consistently denied any illegal
downloading.
About 26,000 lawsuits brought by
the RIAA against illegal downloaders are still pending. The Associated
Press reported that most settle for a
few thousand dollars.
Efforts to fight illegal downloading extend to Cal State Fullerton.
Amir Dabirian, the chief information technology officer of CSUF, is
sent notices from the RIAA of illegal
downloading activity on the campus
network.
Dabirian said CSUF receives two
or three RIAA complaints a month.

Photo By PATRICK CHAVIS/Daily Titan Staff Writer
Amir Dabirian [left], the CSUF chief information technology officer on campus, said the RIAA sends two or three complaints a month.

“When we receive a complaint,
we attempt to identify the system
and user and ask them to remove
the content from their system. We
usually inform the user of State and
CSU policy concerning misuse of
state resources by referring them to
current state and CSU executive orders and ask for their cooperation.
We have not as yet had to refer a
student to the Dean of Students for
further action,” he said in an e-mail
interview.
CSUF limits the ability its network’s users to download, due to the
network performance issues that occur due to downloading, Dabirian
said. The measures used cannot stop
the downloading, but it does slow it
down.
“It is our responsibility to assure
that network resources are available
for legitimate academic and administrative use,” he said.
CSUF’s problem with illegal
downloads is small due to its relatively small number of resident students.
“This happens in dorms, more
than anyplace else,” Dabirian said.
“This is more of a residential campus
problem. We have only 800 dorms
on this campus. That’s why on our
campus it has never been a huge

problem.”
About 20 CSUF students were
asked if they had ever done any illegal downloading of music or movies for this article. Their names were
not taken due to possible legal consequences because of their answers.

Ten admitted to having done some
illegal downloading. BitTorrent,
Napster and LimeWire were software programs mentioned that were
used to download illegally. Nine out
of the 10 said they would stop if they
knew their downloading was traceable to them.
Those who had illegally downloaded expressed a variety of opinions about the RIAA’s lawsuits. Some
thought the lawsuits were fair. Others thought the award in the Thomas

case was too high. Some believe the
lawsuits are evidence of the RIAA’s
clinging to an outmoded business
model. One said that the lawsuits
were frivolous because many illegal
downloaders, upon hearing some of
the artists’ music, respond by buying
albums.
The RIAA sent 403 pre-litigation
settlement letters to 22 universities
nationwide on Sept. 20, according
to its Web site riaa.com. These letters
“reflect evidence of significant abuse
of campus computer networks for
the purpose of copyright infringement.”
The letters begin a process that
gives students an opportunity to resolve copyright infringement claims
against them at a discounted rate
before a formal lawsuit is filed. The
letter warns of a forthcoming suit
and urges administrators to forward
the letter to the appropriate network
user.
On the same day, the RIAA also
initiated 24 lawsuits against those
who ignored settlement letters.
Dabirian said the letters sent by the
RIAA to CSUF were only warnings
and not pre-lawsuit settlement letters.
The RIAA also has a “best practices information” program, in which it

advises universities as to reforms that
can reduce on-campus illegal downloading. It also runs ads in university
newspapers reminding students of
the legal risks of illegal downloading.
On the first day of testimony in
the Thomas case, a Sony BMG executive testified the RIAA’s lawsuits
have been very expensive for the music industry.
Jennifer Pariser, the senior counsel
of Sony Music Entertainment, Inc.,
testified that the recording industry
has spent “billions” on the lawsuits,
and that “we’ve lost money on the
program,” according to arstechnica.
com.
Expensive as the cases may be to
the RIAA, it still hopes that they
may have deterrence value.
“They’re trying to make [illegal file
sharers] aware that the law is watching,” said communications professor
Genelle Belmas, who teaches media law at CSUF. “They’re trying to
make Mom and Dad aware of what
Junior was downloading.”
The statutory damages awarded
in the case have the purpose of deterrence and punishment. Statutory
damages are different from actual
damages, which are sought when the
plaintiff believes that the defendant
has the money to pay for the amount
the plaintiff has lost due to the infringement.
“Congress established statutory
damages for situations where the infringer may not have profited and/or
the owner may have suffered a very
small monetary loss. The rationale
is copyright infringement is BAD
and should be punished/deterred,”
retired Professor Wayne Overbeck
of CSUF said in an e-mail interview.
Overbeck authored the textbook
that is used in Belmas’ Communications Law class.
In March, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order
999. Directed to CSU presidents, it
required campus networks be used
in consistency with copyright laws,
and that this conformity to copyright law be expressed as a rule in
CSU student handbooks.
The 2007-2009 Cal State University Catalog, in its Student Conduct
section, lists “Use of computing facilities and resources in violation of
copyright laws” under the heading
“Unacceptable Student Behaviors.”

STUDY: Several
FACTORS PLAY IN
THE NUMBERS
(from Page 1)

perience it themselves. The study
also showed Vietnamese women
tended to have more traditional gender role beliefs, be more tolerant of
abuse and be less likely to leave an
abusive relationship.
Some statistics Kim-Goh found
unusual showed a higher percentage of white participants reporting
physical and verbal abuse than either
Hispanic or Vietnamese participants.
This was an unusual finding because
so many other studies show a larger
percentage of Vietnamese and Hispanic women experience intimate
partner violence.
While a large percentage of Vietnamese, Hispanics and Caucasians
reported witnessing their fathers
regularly hit their mothers, very few
saw their mothers hit their fathers.
“If black women were studied,
you might see those results flipped,”
said Julie Stokes, from the CSUF
Afro-Ethnic Studies department.
Stokes said black women are more
likely to be the breadwinners in the
family and are more likely to beat
the husband. The general consensus
in the room seemed to be that the issues raised in the study require a lot
more in-depth research to get truly
accurate results. It was pointed out
that there are still a lot of factors not
being taken into consideration that
need to be studied much further.
The results of Kim-Goh’s study
suggest several ways to help raise
awareness of domestic violence and
help those who suffer from it. According to Kim-Goh, service providers need to recognize value differences in perceptions of violence rooted
in the group’s cultural norms.
Kim-Goh said, growing up in Korea, she witnessed domestic violence
all the time.
“It was condoned and accepted,”
she said. “You just pretend it’s not
your problem.”
That may be how she grew up, but
it’s certainly not how she lives now.
Kim-Goh plans to study depression
among women and to continue her
research on domestic violence.
Kim-Goh started her career in a
community setting as a psychiatric
social worker.
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This Halloween think easy, cheap
By Veronica Espinoza

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Halloween is only a few weeks
away and it’s time to put the creative
side to work by thinking of costume
ideas. For some people, dressing up
is an activity they gave up as a kid,
but for others, the festive spirit continues. For those last minute people
who can’t seem to figure out what
to wear, a few accessories and some
costume make-up mixed with artistic ability is all that is needed.
Some people prefer traditional
costumes and plan ahead, but for
most the day of a costume party
is spent brainstorming ideas. The
good news – on Halloween anything
goes.
“If someone came in last-minute
looking for something I’d tell them
to wear black make up around their
eye and a hat with a P. Then they’d
be a black eye pea,” said Lisa Suarez,
Party City assistant general manager.
“I’ve seen it all. You can stick
clothes all over you with Velcro and

cut a hole through a laundry basket,”
Suarez said.
Some of the best costumes are the
ones that make people laugh. They
may have been put together last
minute, but are backed with lots of
imagination.
“You just have to be creative,” Tramanh Hoang, a Cal State Fullerton
student, said. “One year I didn’t have
a costume so I bought a sweatshirt
and a baby doll that I sowed on to the
back. On the front it just said ‘Baby
Sitter,’ ” She said her boyfriend also
proved that something simple and
easy could be just as appealing. He
was a box. Just by attaching strings
to go over his shoulders he wore a
cardboard box.
Halloween stores offer many accessories which initially create the
costume. Suarez said there are aisles
of mix-and-match accessories that
will help identify and add to the costume.
CSUF student Adrianne Dominguez advised looking through magazines and piece together old costumes.
Her quick and easy solution:“Just get
overalls and a plaid shirt and you can

be a farmer,” she said.
Dominguez wasn’t the only person with a simple solution. Using
what clothes you have around the
house is a popular strategy.
“Maybe be someone from the
‘80s and throw a bunch of bright
colors together,” Kelsey McCowan,
a business and dance major, said.
Check out local Halloween stores
early and avoid the lines, or look online for any last minute ideas. Costume Idea Zone launched online in
1996 and has since been one of the
largest resources for costume ideas,
offering looks that don’t take much
effort or money.
One idea submitted was a leaf
blower; this costume requires the
person to wear a hat with a leaf dangling down in front of the face. A
Kangaroo is another costume that
is fast and easy. A brown paper bag
taped to your stomach is all that it
requires.
If there is no paper bag to be
found, a nudist on strike might be a
solution. Go out in everyday clothes
and hold up a sign that reads, “Nudist on Strike” and instant costume.

By Jesse Schiffmacher/For the Daily Titan
Director Denise Schulz gives the cast of the play “Mother Courage” a few last minute notes before a rehersal. “Mother Courage” will
continue to run in the Young Theatre until Oct. 21.

‘Courage’ conquers CSUF
“
“Mother Courage”
continues its run
at Young Theatre
By Patrick Chavis

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

“Mother Courage and Her Children” doesn’t want its audience’s
hearts.
It’s after their minds.
Playwright Bertolt Brecht wanted
to gather a rational, not emotional,
response to his play so he isolates the
audience from his characters. Those
characters are led by a woman,
played by Meredith Hinckley, trying
to make a living for herself and her
family during wartime.
“Mother Courage and Her Children” had a successful opening run
at Cal State Fullerton, with a message of peace that speaks of the terrors and atrocities of war.
Set during the years between 1624
and 1636, which includes parts of
the Thirty Years War in Europe and
the Polish-Swedish war, the story
is about a mother and her children
who work for the army by feeding
and supplying them with goods. The
play follows their lives, chronicles
their hardships and ultimately, the
showcases the undoing of the family.
Denise Schulz, a guest director
brought in from New Mexico for the
play, chose a quote from Brecht to
explain the message of the story.
“It scarcely matters what way you
choose to behave in a war. It will
reach you and destroy you whichever way you think about it. It destroys
[the clever], the brave, the saintly
and the stupid alike,” Schulz said,
quoting Brecht.
The set of “Mother Courage” immerses the audience in a decaying
landscape of war even at the beginning of the show.
Charcoal-colored gravel that rose
up slightly on a tilted hill covered the
floor. The backdrop was simple, with
the skeleton of a single tree next to
the remnants of broken buildings.
Even the sounds of war call to the
audience, as soft booms are heard
before the play even starts.
Ryan Sullivan, a Cal State Sacramento student, came to see the show
because his roommate’s family members are in the play.
“I’m enjoying it. It’s a good play.
It’s a little depressing, but it brings
out the reality of war,” Sullivan said.

identify with
The play comthe character,
bines dramatic moat least in Brements with whimsy
chian plays, he
and even musical
or she must see
ones.
himself more as
In one of the
a puzzle piece
scenes,
Mother
than a person
Courage is interwho is interactrogated by an offiing in real life.
cer of an incoming
Though the
army.
– Marc Assad, show has run
Things
seem
theater major
for about two
rather bleak for the
weeks and is
heroine and her
about to come
family, but Mother
Courage’s attitude and wit turns to an end, the actors are not fretting
the dark situation into a comedic over the final curtain.
“It’s good to experience the show
one. This is made possible because
Mother Courage always maintains a while you’re doing it. We always try
positive outlook, even in the worst to live in the moment every time
we do the show. We want it to be
situation.
“Brechian theater is very much what it is, but we’re always trying to
about being removed,” said direct- find new elements in it. So when we
ing major Sam Stoliker. “You’re not get to the end of it, it’s been a good
supposed to get involved or connect enough ride. When it’s over, it’s over
with any of the characters, because but we move on to the next step,”
they want you to think, to observe Peter Weidman, who plays Eilif,
and then when the play is done, go one of Mother Courage’s sons in the
out on the streets and revolt. Brecht play, said.
“Bertolt Brecht is one of the most
doesn’t want you to get emotional.
He wants you to think about it, see difficult playwrights to reproduce in
world literature,” Producer Jim Volz
and then react.”
At the Oct. 12 performance, the said. “It was a very exciting opening
actors began to feel more grounded night, I don’t think anyone expected
with the characters they portrayed. it to be sold out to the rafters with
They, as well the audience that at- Cal State Fullerton students and
tended that night, seemed to have a staff.”
About 100 different people
greater maturity than previous parworked on the production; The projticipants.
“I felt the audience was very re- ect became a huge theatrical undersponsive tonight,” said Nicki Monet taking this year for the department
Smyer, who played Yvette Pottier in of theater and dance.
“It makes a terrific statement
the production. “I think they were
really following what was happen- about the horrific nature of war and
ing. They got all the jokes and they it’s a very timely play. Given the state
of America in the 21st century,” Volz
were very smart about it.”
Smyer’s character, controversial to said.
The production has music persay the least because of her presence
as a loose woman, contrasted with formed by accordion and keyboard
the other lead female characters in player Bobby Nafarrete, Bryon Panthe play. The most obvious contra- opio on trumpet, Kathryn Mendendiction the character has would be hall on cello and Daniel Gorden on
with Mother Courage herself, who percussion.
For those who haven’t seen the
believes that love was worth more
then money.
show yet, there are two more week“[Yvette’s] fun and she knows end shows left for “Mother Courwhat she wants. I was described in age” and a packed auditorium is
a review as an ambitious whore and expected.
that’s exactly it, she’s ambitious. If
The remaining dates include Oct.
she wants it she goes for it. Just like 20 and 21, with both matinee and
Mother Courage, but they live their evening shows.
lives in different ways,” said Smyer.
Those looking for a theater experiAs for their method of learning ance to remember may be satisfied
and producing an authentic char- with “Mother Courage.”
acter every night, Joe Gillete, who
“I’ve heard a lot of good things
played Swiss Cheese, explained that about the show; that the first act is
an actor must know where he fits good, but the second act is amazing,”
into a story. For the actor to really Marc Assad, a theater major, said.

I’ve heard a
lot of good things
about the show; that
the first act is good,
but the second act is
amazing.

“

By Damon Casarez/For the Daily Titan
Nathan Gallegos dons one of his mother’s dresses and an old wig as a cheap and easy Halloween costume.
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Ladies and gentlemen, start your TiVos
The long winter is approaching and an impending strike over
contract negotiations could leave
primetime network writers out in
the cold.
New shows will be lost in the
coming flurry of desperate pleas
and closed minds.
As writers continue to search
for meager scraps in the snow
that they might call a decent
wage, networks execs are fattening their line-ups in anticipation
of the coming cold.
They have begun stockpiling
episodes of shows like Dateline
and started juggling their primetime line-ups in order to fill the
impending void. And so they
should, because they are the only
ones to blame for the oncoming
lack of new programming.
It is the utter lack of respect
and recognition for the true talent
on TV that has left the Writer’s
Guild of America with the choice
of demanding better contracts or
starving.
The actors are sitting warm and
cozy thanks to their large pocketbooks lined with money gathered
on borrowed words. The millions
of people tuning in to see these
actors perform are drawn in not
only by pretty faces but the words
and emotion that they convey.
The audiences that these shows
attract rival those that pack professional sports arenas across the

Letters
to the
Editor:

country. Without the stars of basketball, baseball and football, the
stadiums would be empty.
Without strong writers, the
couches and lounge chairs of
America will be empty as well.
It is the writers, just as much
as the actors, that make a show
bloom in any season and they
deserve to be recognized accordingly.
Though soon to be out of
work, the writers are no dolts.
They know that TiVo only holds
so many episodes and when viewers have run through the gambit
of acceptable leftover programming, they will turn to other
sources of entertainment.
So what is left when shows like
“24,” “Desperate Housewives”
and “House” run out of stockpiled episodes around January?
Reality television.
The writers for reality TV are
not under WGA contract, making them eligible to work during
the strike. For now, the execs will
live off of their winter padding;
but come February, when the
line-ups start looking a little thin,
they will gobble up reality writers
like a Christmas ham.
Network ratings will drop like
hailstones as people un-wedge
themselves from that humanshaped depression in the couch
cushion and find something else
to do with their time.

Any feedback, positive or negative, is
encouraged, as we strive to keep an open
dialogue with our readership. The Daily
Titan reserves the right to edit letters for
length, grammar and spelling. Direct
all comments, questions or concerns
along with your full name and major
to Executive Editor Ian Hamilton at
ihamilton@dailytitan.com

Be aware of sensitive information online
By Celia Castanon

Daily Titan Staff Writer
opinion@dailytitan.com

Gap said a laptop stored with personal information on 800,000 job
applicants was recently stolen from
the offices of a third-party vendor
that manages job applicant data for
the retailer. It also affected Old Navy,
Banana Republic and outlet stores.
In a statement issued by Gap, the
third-party vendor, which was not
identified, violated an agreement
between the two companies to properly ensure that sensitive data was
encrypted. Data stored on the missing laptop includes Social Security
numbers and other personal information of individuals who applied
for positions through the third-party
vendor at Gap between July 2006
and June 2007.
Also in the statement, Gap said
it did not believe the personal information stored on the laptop was
purposefully targeted for theft, or
had yet been accessed. The statement did not disclose the date of the
theft or circumstances involving the
incident.
Gap has set up a 24-hour help
line and started the process of reaching out to job applicants whose So-

By Robert Moran

Daily Titan Copy Editor
opinion@dailytitan.com

I am an avowed socialist. I recently read Aleksandra Wojtalewicz’s
opinion piece about the need for a
national health care system and felt
that the argument did not go far
enough. I would go even farther than
Michael Moore’s “Sicko,” a film that
effectively condemned this nation’s
health care system. I have seen examples of what he is trying to show
in the movie. I recently broke three
bones just below the right ankle.
Since I am one of the many Americans without medical insurance, I
rely on the already-existing national
health care system, Medicaid.
Medicaid is a federally-funded

Protecting the
Privilege
the cloak of the First Amendment
as I traverse across murky waters to
do battle with the respective powers
that be. As a legal scholar in training, I expressly comprehend the
Founding Fathers’ reasoning behind
making freedom of speech the first
right enumerated in the U.S. Constitution.
And as a veteran of a couple of
newsrooms, I know all too well that
when faced with an idea that strikes
a chord of cognitive dissonance
within them, even journalists teeter
the tightrope of censorship by uttering those three magic words every
reporters dreads. “Sued for Libel.”
They are the fallback words of every person who has felt threatened,
offended or angered at a reporter’s
musing and are tossed around like a
baseball in spring training, often carrying the same legal weight as said
baseball.
As such, I thought now would be
a good time to not only defend my
beloved amendment but to illustrate
how the revered New York Times
case of 1964 protects the journalists’
right to speak freely in the press.
The U.S. Constitution expressly
protects speech, and numerous cases
have come down the pipeline that
reiterates the Framers’ original sentiment that the speech cannot be regulated on content alone. Granted, this
is a bit of a gross oversimplification,
the point being that you may not
like what I say, but given the rights
afforded to me in the Constitution,
I have the privilege to say it. So, how
does libel fit in all this?
If we are free to say what we choose
– how can such a thing as libel exist?
This is where, what journalists call
the New York Times rule, fits in.
In 1964, the New York Times appealed an Alabama law, which in a
nutshell, placed the burden of proof

cial Security numbers were on the
laptop. Affected individuals will be
offered one free year of credit-monitoring services and fraud-resolution
assistance.
So how do you protect yourself
from being a victim of this type of
theft on the Internet?
Unfortunately, this type of theft
is inevitable to those individuals
involved. They may have taken the
precautionary steps when filling out
the job application but when it is
out of your hands like this situation,
it makes it harder for people to trust
the Internet.
Of course Gap is offering a help
line and a year of credit-monitoring
services, but what happens if they
are a victim of identity theft and
these people go crazy with their personal information? What will they
do then?
To start from the beginning, no
one should fully trust the Internet.
You may be on protected sites but
will you ever know if you are fully
protected after you send in your information? So how do these thieves
get your personal information?
They have a variety of ways. They
may go the old-fashioned way and
steal your wallet or purse, or they
may go straight to the Internet and

steal your personal information
through e-mail or the phone by saying they’re from a legitimate company claiming that you have a problem
with your account. This practice is
known as “phishing” online, or “pretexting” by phone.
They may also get your credit
reports by abusing the authorized
access that was granted to their employer, or by posing as a landlord,
employer or someone else who may
have a legal right to your report.
They can even steal your mail, including bank and credit card statements, credit card offers, new checks
and tax information, and complete
a “change of address” form to divert
your mail to another location.
There are numerous ways for identity theft to happen, it is just about
how your protect yourself.
According to an Identity Theft
Resource Center, when applying
for jobs on the Internet, job seekers
may be at a slightly higher level of
risk to identity theft. Make sure that
when you are typing a resume, you
do not put the following items on
it: your Social Security number, date
of birth, marital status, the year you
graduated from various schools and
the school name, professional license
number, sex, age, disabilities and

your driver’s license number. Any of
the above information can be provided to an interested employer in
person upon request. Keep in mind,
a resume only opens the door to an
interview. Jobs are not offered based
on resume or application information, so giving too much may make
you vulnerable.
The best tool is to use common
sense. If it does not require your
SSN, don’t put it on there. And if
you’re applying for numerous jobs,
call ahead of time to make sure the
business exists and it’s something
that actually interests you.
There are measures you can take
to protect yourself. Make sure your
security features on your computer
are up to date, check out the Web
site completely and see if it has some
sort of protection to offer.
Everyone should be cautious
when applying for jobs on the Internet. Most Web sites are safe and
this situation is rare. The Internet is
a great way to get your resume out
there and find a job. Take the extra
steps to protect yourself from this
type of fraud. Even if it means going
to the company and dropping off the
application in person, it’s well worth
the drive instead of the hassle that
may come if your identity is stolen.

program that is part of the Social Security Administration. In California,
the program is known as Medi-Cal.
The problem is not that we need to
create a national health care, it’s that
we need to reform the one we already
have. Nationalized health care is a
social idea, as are state-run welfare
programs such as WIC, CalWorks
or Social Security, SSI and SSDI. It
seems that this country has already
acknowledged that we Commies
have gotten it right. However there
is a difference between communism
and socialism. Communists call for
the proletariat to rise up against the
upper classes by force. A true socialist’s weapons of choice are the picket
line and the ballot box.While this
country has adopted several socialist
ideals and incorporated them into

state-run programs, such as MediCal, there are still problems with the
system. Because I am on Medi-Cal,
most doctors will not see me as a patient because Medi-Cal does not pay
enough.
In fact, it only pays two cents for
every dollar on the doctor’s bill. Combine this with the fact that medical
insurance companies offer kickbacks
to doctors for not recommending
proper courses of treatment for patients who carry that particular insurance, thus there is generally more
interest in receiving HMOs than in
Medi-Cal. For those who do not
have insurance, their only option is
to go to one of the county-run hospitals, which is where I found myself
after having broken my foot. The
experience there was an eye opener

as I waited in the overcrowded emergency room at the UCLA-Olive
View Medical Center in Sylmar, one
of Los Angeles County’s hospitals,
and noticed that many of the patients were Hispanic. Here I was, an
American citizen receiving the same
quality of treatment as people who
immigrated to this country illegally.
I support immigration, but legal immigration such as the type my family
experienced when it emigrated from
Mexico during the 1920s.
Sitting there, I was astonished at
what I saw. Most of the people there
had been waiting for 12 hours or
more –two people with gashes on
their heads, an Asian mother and her
daughter, a woman who had been in
a car accident and a young woman
See HEALTH CARE CRISIS, Page 6

Health care is in a state of emergency

Always political. Sometimes correct.
Rarely politically correct.

“We want the Jews to be perfected.”
With one blanket statement and a
fell swoop, Ann Coulter shoved her
conservative foot in her mouth and
jumped on yet another opportunity
to spread her unique blend of hatred
across America’s airwaves on Donny
Deutsch’s show over the weekend.
The mainstream news media littered
their broadcasts with snippets of the
show, calling Coulter a “conservative
pundit” and like a horrific crash on
the 91 Freeway, I couldn’t look away.
Nor could I accept the title of “pundit” so easily bequeathed to her by
the media, a title that implies erudition or authority – neither of which
Coulter possesses. I couldn’t help but
think that this ego-obsessed moron
would do well to shut her mouth,
open her ears and actually listen to
the narrow-minded gibberish that
has spewed out of her bleachedblond head in recent years. That was
one thought. Another quickly followed, in which I reached consensus
with Jewish leaders who repudiated
a media machine that continues to
give Coulter a platform to spread
forth her venom.
So, why, might you ask, would I
indirectly pay homage to Ms. Coulter’s hate-mongering by discussing
her here?
It is the First Amendment I pay
homage to – not the ravings of a
well-dressed lunatic. Ms. Coulter
unwittingly and admittedly got me
thinking.
My mind spiraled into a tailspin
as I considered the ramifications and
responsibilities that come with the
journalist’s cardinal commandment
– the First Amendment – and the
rule de jure, stemming from a 1964
Supreme Court case that governs
our actions.
As a journalist, I wrap myself in
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in libel cases on the defendant – in
this case, the New York Times. The
plaintiff in the originating case sued
the Times for libel, was awarded
$500,000, at which point the newspaper subsequently appealed – successfully. As cited on Oyez.org, the
rule handed down by the Court was
this:
The First Amendment protects
the publication of all statements,
even false ones, about the conduct
of public officials except when statements are made with actual malice
(with knowledge that they are false
or in reckless disregard of their truth
or falsity).
Now if we use Coulter and my
prior statements as an example, one
might think I’m flirting with libel.
I did call the woman a moron.
Here’s where the application of the
rule comes in. Coulter, although not
a public official, is a public figure,
which makes her fair game in editorial pieces. Technically, everyone is
fair game in an editorial piece since
satire or opinions are secondary defenses to libel.
What this means is that whether
I am attacking someone like Coulter
or say, a sorority, I’m not committing libel if it is merely an opinion I
am expressing rather than an assertion of facts.
And this is where – after one has
confused a statement of opinion with
a reporter alleging facts – those three
magic words get thrown around. Do
Coulter’s statements have empirical
merit?
No, of course not.
Does she –and all journalists
– have a right to broadcast her opinions? Absolutely. It is that right that
people before us have died for and in
some places are still being killed for.
It is our duty to protect and honor
that privilege.
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SPORTS MASCOTS

Organizations are
culturally insensitive
By David Carrillo

W

Daily Titan Staff Writer

Stereotypes should not be
taken seriously

American O
racism?

ith Major League Baseball in
the playoffs, the National
Football League in full swing
and the National Basketball Association season peaking over the horizon,
I started thinking about mascots in
sports.
I thought about some of the
teams that are competing – say the
Cleveland Indians and Washington
Redskins for instance – and realized
that some of the mascots in sports
are culturally insensitive and even
straight-out racist.
Have you ever really looked at the
Cleveland Indians logo? It shows the
picture of an Indian’s face with a silly grin and
feather poking out of the top of his head. The disturbing part is the face is
colored bright red, and not the kind of red that you get from spending too
much time in the sun. I’m talking right out of a Crayon box red.
Then there’s the aforementioned Redskins mascot. Every home game
he comes out with face paint, feathers, moccasins and all other types of
“Native American” attire. He dances around and attempts to entertain
fans, and in doing so embarrasses an entire culture so the owner of the
Redskins can make a little more money.
What I’d like to know is why is no one outraged over this? If there was
a team called the Kansas City Crackers and its mascot was a white “hick”
smiling in a run-down pickup truck, can you imagine how angry people
would be over it?
How about a team called the Alabama Cotton Pickers whose mascot is
a black man hunched over in the fields? Or how about a team called the
Yellow Rice Men? They can have an Asian mascot in a straw hat holding
up chopsticks. Would you be offended then?
These are obviously very racially-charged and inappropriate team
names that are offensive and should never be used, but they are no worse
than the names we have now. Why is it OK to call someone a redskin and
not a cotton picker?
Both are wrong. When did we decide it was OK to make fun of Native Americans? We live in such a politically-correct culture – where no
matter where you are or what you’re doing you have to be careful what
you say – yet in this one instance we are allowed to toss out the rules. It’s
downright shameful, and for the life of me I can’t figure out why we let
this happen. So while people may think I’m overreacting to the issue of
mascots in sports, I see it as taking a stand. We all have to go to school,
go to work and deal with all the crap that comes with everyday life. Why
should we let sports be tainted?
Sports is supposed to be a unifying experience that lets people of all
backgrounds, classes and creeds come together and forget about the craziness of every day life. It allows us to escape from all of the bad things in
the world, if only for a couple hours at a time, and have fun in something
that is supposed to be just a game.
So let’s get rid of all the insensitive names in sports and let them be just
what they’re supposed to be – games, just games.

By Phillip Radke

Daily Titan Staff Writer

ffended by some of the logos used
in professional sports? Good, keep
it that way.
Teams like the Cleveland Indians always
catch criticism from some oversensitive protester who feels that the logo is racist and
should be changed. But what exactly are they
supposed to change it to? I think that trying
to squeeze the Cleveland Native Americans onto
a jersey wouldn’t exactly work. The simple fact is
that many American traditions are based in stereotypes and slander. It has even come down to announcers referring to the Indians as simply “The Tribe,” as if they
fear repercussions from even mentioning the team’s name. I find this to
be outrageous; why get upset about something this trivial? It boggles my
mind that so many people spend their time and energy trying to get sports
organizations to change what has been their symbol for so long. But hold
up, let’s look at some other teams that don’t catch this same criticism, but
merit it just the same.
1. The Minnesota Vikings – All right, this is one cooked up by my
buddy, but I still vehemently agree with it. The image conjured up by
the word Viking is one of a large man with blond braids and a horned
helmet, whose only goal is to rape and pillage any settlement that stands
in his way. Now, as a man of Nordic descent, I should be offended at this
massive stereotyping of my heritage. If I started parading around telling
the Minnesota management to change its tune I’m sure I’d wind up on the
evening news labeled as a drunken lunatic picketing for a lost cause. Now
doesn’t that seem a bit inconsistent?
2. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers – Yet another stereotype of a seafaring
man ready to ruin the lives of thousands. Now while you want your team
to destroy the competition, this logo should raise some eyebrows. We’ve
got this image of a group of sailors who will cheat, lie and murder to get
what they want.
3. The Dallas Cowboys - Another image of a rough-riding white male.
The whole idea of being a cowboy seems romantic but the truth is the
era of the classic cowboy was a bloody one. Arguments were settled over
gunfight, and controlling your herd meant being ruthless. I could cause
a ruckus with this, because as an American I don’t intend to haul off and
shoot anyone in a bar-fight. In all of these cases though the stereotype has
been accepted and subsequently overlooked. So why then does the argument remain to remove logos like the Indians or the Chiefs. It seems more
like a case of a residual hatred because of the events of history. It just seems
like the time to let these things go and stop injecting racism into these
matters. I know I have overlooked probably a thousand more teams out
there, but can anyone see how ridiculous this all sounds? The only one I
will let go of is the Washington Redskins. I think it’s a bit much when the
team name is actually an ethnic slur. That’s like Los Angeles unveiling the
Wetbacks as its new football team.
Now don’t get me wrong, I’m not condoning racism. But the social assault on all that is “politically incorrect” is absolutely ridiculous. I am so
sick of hearing about how something three people thought was offensive
was changed to avoid a lawsuit.
So all the teams flying under the Braves, Indians or Vikings flags should
all raise their glasses proudly in salute of their quasi-offensive team logos.
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Health care CRISIS: NEEDS ATTENTION
who was crying. I later learned that
the crying woman had been raped
and had been waiting 16 hours to
get a rape examination.
The Asian mother had been waiting for nearly 12 hours. Her daughter had brought her to the emergency room because the mother had
suddenly gone blind in one eye. She,
like me, was there because she had
Medi-Cal. When the doctor finally
came to check on her, he told them
there was not a room available for
them so he performed the neurological exam in the lobby in full view of
all those waiting.
The Hispanic woman who had
been in an accident was there with
her husband. Since my family and I
are of Mexican descent we struck up
a conversation with them. It turns
out that they were here illegally and
that since the accident, the woman
had been unable to speak.
The husband told us that one of
the reasons he had come to this country was because of its health care. As
he said this I noticed there was a sign
in both Spanish and English declaring: If you do not have insurance,
federal law prevents us from denying
you treatment. This is all the more
reason for a national health care sys-

tem, no matter how much people
cry out for it. Politicians don’t listen.
They scare the people by bringing up
the word communism – and maintaining their power in the process.
Washington politicos who are in
the pockets of big business have not
done enough to solve the problem
– they created it with their facetious,
pseudo-bleeding hearts saying they
should help the people of this country, all the while receiving kickbacks
from Corporate America to do just
the opposite. It is the corporations
that are the enemies of the United
States. They are the real traitors and
the terrorists.
I have long since believed in the
rise of a social democracy, but do not
see that happening until people wake
up and realize that governmentowned insurances and businesses are
not something to be fearful of, but
rather things to be called for at the
picket lines and the ballot boxes. It is
time to no longer be afraid of greedy,
power-hungry men and stand up for
the betterment of this nation. That
way, the people control the government and the country, not a select
few like in the democratic United
States and communist countries such
as China and the former U.S.S.R.

ART FOR THE DAILY TITAN BY PAUL JOHNSON
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Cellular Phones & Accessories
All CSUF students receive 30%
off all cellular and ipod accessories and 50% off if you upgrade or
activate a new cellphone line. We
carry charms, cases, ipod accessories, Bluetooth, Chargers. If we
don’t have it we’ll give you an
addition 5% off. Next to Fullerton
AMC Theaters 446-6341

Business Opportunities

Career Opportunities P/T

Houses for Rent/Sale

5500
Professional Services

OC Resident Psychic

• Weekly and monthly rates are
also available.
• For classified display ads,
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Deadlines:
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Classified Display Ads:
3 Business days before printing
@ 12 noon.
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Free Sail Boat, Fully operational!!
Call (714) 348-6476

Rates:
One insertion, up to 20 words
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each additional word........$0.39
12pt Headline...................$1.75
16pt Headline...................$2.50
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Read the Daily Titan online @
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Mrs. Lee, respected psychic is
A specialist. Reunite lovers/
soulmates. Special readings are
always given that are designed
to solve your personal problems
and burdens. Discover everything
your reading should be when you
contact Mrs. Lee. Call (714) 6698410.
Fiscal audits of the Associated
Students and Titan Students Union
for the year ending 6/30/07 may be
reviewed in TSU-218 during business hours.
Graduate student available for evening and weekend private tutoring
in English, Reading, EWP, History
and Research Skills. Call (714)
726-4132.
Math, Science, English, and
Education majors to tutor younger
students (k-8). Call (714) 5778540

6100

Business Opportunities
53 Full & Part-Time Jobs
Sodexho to manage employee
food service at DISNEYLAND
starting now. We will coordinate
with your school schedule, offering days, afternoons, evenings
and weekends. Full-Time (over 30
hrs/wk) Benefits: Free Parking,
Disneyland park pass for all
employees. Sodexho (www.sodexho.com) is a global food service
company in over 80 countries. For
immediate consideration, call 714524-4529.

Make Big Dollers

Become A GoYin Founding
Distributor Before 2007 Launch.
Call Local Director For Details.
Jesse: (714) 234-6475

6200
Career Opportunities P/T
Hotel bellman/guest services
wanted. Full/Part time positions available incl. weekends.
Starting wage $10/hr + tips and
extras. Award winning family
hotel across from Disneyland.
Applicants must be CUSTOMER
SERVICE EXPERTS, upbeat, outgoing & active. Apply in person
9am - 5pm any day of the week.
Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel,
1380 S. Harbor Blvd, Anaheim,
CA 92802.
www.hojoanaheim.com.
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn $25 - $120 to test and play
new video games.
www.videogamepay.com.
PR Job For Artist/Designer
Caly Design Research, a toyota
company, is seeking PR/ Media
Relations Coordinator at our
Newport Beach Design Studio.
Candidate must posses a dynamic
and engaging personality; design/
visual art education and/or exp;
and professional writing experience. Responsibility will be to
represent and promote Toyota’s
automotive designs to the public
and media. For more information
and to apply, visit www.toyota.
com/talentlink. No Calls please.
Clerical full time position for
small size construction company.
Must possess excellent computer
and phone skills. Call 714 9782500.
Earn $800-$3200 a month to
drive brand new cars with ads
placed on them.
www.adcarclub.com.
Real Estate Investor Seeks
Students
Earn a potential $15k-$20k month
while we coach and mentor you
Jeffery (951) 813-2554
set4lifeinvestments@yahoo.com

Administration Assistant
Needed

Real Estate Development/Pre
School Management Company
located in Fullerton. This office
needs a candidate proficient
in Word & Excel.College level
classes in Business or Accounting.
Part time position, flexible hours.
Good pay package.
Call 714-323-9632

6400
Child Care Offered/Wanted
Sitters Wanted! $10 or more per
hour. Register free for jobs near
campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com.

6500

Help Wanted
Ride needed to & from Irvine
campus for wednesday 7pm and
thursday 4pm class. Will compensate for gas call (714)278-3351
Are you depressed for more than
two weeks?
The University of California,
Irvine and the University of
California, San Diego Psychiatry
Departments are recruiting
patients for a study of sleep deprivation as a potential treatment for
depression. We will also study
how other changes of the sleeping
time might affect depressed mood.
Subjects will be compensated for
their time and inconvenience. If
you are interested, please call us
at (949) 824-3362.

Pre School Teacher/
Tutor Needed
Preferably with ECE units
Full-time or Part-time position.
Flexible hours and a good pay
package. Pre School located in
Fullerton & Tustin.
Pls. Call 562-631-4788

7400
Houses for Rent/Sale

Condo For Sale

400 N. Acacia Ave, #D37. Open
House Sat & Sun 1-4. Call for
access. 1Bd, 1ba near CSUF,
Fullerton JC. Resort amenities,
secure bldg. Reduced $265k$268k. Great Investment! Agent,
Cherry 714-326-5743.

Humorscopes
brought to you by humorscope.com

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
You are about to scare several people out of
their socks! It will turn out that they have very
ugly feet.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Your manager will be a twit, today. That’s ok,
though -- it’s what he’s paid for..

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
You will have a hunch, today. Perhaps you
should try a firmer mattress?

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

SUDOKU

Today you can have lots of fun by beaming at
people, and telling them how fresh your brand
of soap makes you feel. If that doesn’t work,
try explaining how your detergent gets your
shirts their brightest.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)
Excellent day to make strange mouth noises,
particularly in a crowded elevator.

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)
Don’t lose hope! Conditions like yours are pain
ful and embarassing, but often clear up on their
own.

Libra (September 22 - October 22)
Don’t you owe someone a thank-you note? If
not, send one anyway -- that’s always fun.

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
You will hear a strange “clicking” sound today,
as you are walking through the kitchen. Time to
trim the toenails, don’t you think?

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)
Good day to wear tropical fruit on your head.

Capricorn (December 22 - January 20)
Thrombosis. Beware. Also, your best friend will
rush up and indicate by nonverbal means that
Timmy is trapped under a log again.

Aquarius (January 21 - February 18)
Today you’ll become incensed at the thought
that you missed out on all the fun during the
60’s and 70’s, and will change your name to
“Sunflower” in protest.

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)
You will be tickled without mercy, today. Oddly,
you will not be able to see your assailant.

Previous Puzzle
How to Play:

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9, each column
must contain the numbers 1 to
9, and each set of 3 by 3 boxes
must contain the numbers 1
to 9.

Sudoku is made possible by the
people at www.dailysudoku.com

Nice Big House

(state college & 91) Internet, cable
tv, and laundry included. $450/
month.
Call 714-468-3463
email: phamwilliam@yahoo.com

Attn: Fine Art Grad Students
CSUF Grand Central Art Center
located in downtown Santa Anna’s
Artist Village has one studio
apartments for rent ($700.00 per
month) that will be available the
second week of october. Included
in the rent are all the utilities
(excluding phone), monthly parking pass, internet access, and
a studio space. Please contact
Tracey Gayer at (714) 567-7238.

SPORTS
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Captain leads Titans with career-high night Sweat till you Smile
With Moore leading the
way, Titans defeat UC
Riverside in five games

Elizabeth Alexander

America needs
positive images
of its athletes

by siamak djahanshahi
Daily Titan Staff Writer
sports@dailytitan.com

Brittany Moore’s career-high 30kill effort led the Cal State Fullerton
women’s volleyball team to a thrilling
overtime victory against UC Riverside on Friday at the Titan Gym.
The Titans won the match 3-2 by
the scores of 30-22 in game one, 3021 in game four and 15-11 in the
deciding fifth game. The Highlanders won game two 30-28, game three
30-27, and had the Titans on their
heels, holding a 2-1 lead entering the
fourth game.
“Winning a match like that is definitely character building, however
I felt like we were capable of much
more than that tonight,” Head
Coach Carolyn Zimmerman said.
The Titans came out flat in game
two and lost 28-30 while giving up
scoring runs of 4-0 and 3-0 to end
the game. In game three, the Titans
struggled to keep up once again, and
gave up scoring runs of 4-0 and 3-0
to the Highlanders.
“We can’t let people feel like they
can play with us. It’s not too often
that you end up on the fortunate
side of a situation like that after allowing a team to gain that type of
momentum,” Zimmerman said.
Co-captain Moore showed how
consistently dominant she could be
by posting her second career high
within a week of posting her last
high of 28. Her new career high of
30 kills is also the most in the Big
West Conference this year.
“I really wanted to win, so I was
going to do anything in my power
to win,” Moore said. “We were down
two games to one, so I just felt like I
had to go up strong every time. My
coach told me to keep swinging and
not play friendships, and I did. It
worked.”
Going into the fourth game,
Moore said her No. 1 priority was to
get her teammates energized.
“Being the captain, I felt like I

needed to pick my game up to help
my teammates want to play more aggressive,” Moore said.
Even with the win, Zimmerman
said there are improvements that
must be made and she expects more
energy from her team. By going
down two games to one, she said her
team put itself in a stressful situation
that it should have never been in.
“I thought we came out flat, and I
don’t have a reason to why that was.
But we need to be better, we need to
be better sooner,” Zimmerman said.
“Some nights teams are going to be
flat. Tonight was I guess our night,
and we were fortunate to come out
on the high end.”
Teammate Julie Geissert also had
a career high, dishing out 69 assists.
Alex Wolnisty had 18 kills and Erin
Saddler had 11.
On Thursday night, the Titans
lost 3-1 at home to the UC Irvine
Anteaters in a Big West Conference
match-up.
The Titans are now 9-9 on the
season and 4-3 in conference play.
They will have one week off to rest
before playing again at UC Davis on
Oct. 20.

photos By aline lessner/For the Daily Titan
Top: Titan Alex Wolnisty (11) attempts to block Highlander senior Angie Mitchell (10.)
Above: Titan Erin Saddler (23) jumps to attempt a kill as Mitchell tries to block in
Friday’s match at the Titan Gym.

When Barry Bonds began a
five-season streak rivaling any of
the greatest players in baseball
in 2001, his faithful hometown
of San Francisco and his grand
fan base was right behind him. If
you looked to the right however,
it seemed that most of America
was questioning the authenticity
of his skill.
He broke Mark McGwire’s record by hitting 73 homeruns that
year alone.
Was it passion or chemical
product running through his allstar veins?
Did Barry Bonds look to steroids, like other athletes have, in
a quest to gain an upper hand on
the competition and promote his
career?
This poses a grander question
that is for your consideration: do
America’s athletes have an obligation to their fans?
Professional football star Michael Vick pleaded guilty to
crimes involving illegal dog fighting in Virginia. What truly happened is up to each individual
to wonder about, but it is up to
Vick to keep his image squeaky
clean.
For a star quarterback playing
in the NFL, there should be a
deep sense of want in the gaining
and retaining of respect from his
fans.
I would consider this topic one
in which a man with his level of
fame would want to stray from.
This is another example, like that
of Barry Bonds, where a man
stands alone with what’s been
painted across his name.
Once that first article is writ-

ten or first picture is taken, a professional athlete is given a pair of
shoes to fill. Those shoes are those
of a role model.
In a day when America is more
interested than ever in its own
celebrities, those who become famous should be weary of the role
they are filling. It becomes an
obligation to the world’s sports
fans to be someone who deserves
not just our attention, but our
respect.
Should these everyday people,
who become everyday-in-thespotlight people, be forced to
have a conscience regarding their
choices and the effects of those
choices on the young people who
strive to live in their likeness?
I say yes.
To those which much is granted, much is expected. When a
man becomes a member of a televised and reported on American
past time, he becomes an example of what America is representing to its young people and to its
neighboring communities.
I would like to see a progression in the good images of America’s athletes.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to recognize and
applaud those men and women
who are in the public sports’ eye
and act as good examples of true
athletes in their respective sports.
Play for the passion and play
for the pride.
Leave the scandals to frequent
Hollywood club-goers and continue to be those people whom
America can support and those
whom a new generation will
learn from.

